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Introduction
The Internet facilitates interaction across vast physical distances. Social media then
revolutionized how people interact (Jimenez & Morreale, 2015). Currently, concern grows
among the people of the United States as major data breaches and misuse puts them in
jeopardy (McCarthy, 2018) (Knutson, 2021). At this crossroad in time, new paradigms for
social interaction online become considerable. Federated social media, for instance, can
minimize the privacy threat by centralizing the user’s data closer to the user. With a
federated system, information spreads across the network, hosted by those who own it. In
practice, this entails linking one’s account to a node or creating a new node (Mastodon,
2017). Despite its significantly improved privacy protection, federated servers—especially
one-user servers—become costly for long-term use (Carmichael et al., 2020). Yet, a gap
exists for a general-purpose, low-cost device for hosting federated content. Therefore, the
viability of such a device should be addressed.
As the Internet of Things in the home expands, cybersecurity at home must
reinforce itself. If social media threats turn towards a home environment, a less secure
space, then the privacy problem would only escalate. Institutional suggestions for securing
home networks already exists (U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency,
2020) yet cybersecurity literacy lags (Furnell & Moore, 2014). Moreover, if federated
networks increase in popularity, then the goldmine of user data also migrates to the home.
Therefore, cybercrime may become more profitable, another inhibitor. Although
businesses and organizations can rely on internal security teams and documentation to
keep security up-to-date, home users do not have such luxuries. Some devices update
themselves when needed, but keeping up-to-date becomes challenging for others,
especially IoT devices (Lu & Xu, 2019). As a result, a detailed examination of cybersecurity
in the home environment must come forth.
The Economic and Technical Viability of Dedicated, Independent Web Hosting
With all the personal information that social media stores, hackers target these
centralized data stores. Despite the threats, social media still collects more information on
its users (Leetaru, 2018). In addition, data breaches leak personal information and hijack
other user accounts (Mitra, 2020). To enhance support of federated content, resolve
privacy concerns, and reduce leaks of personal information, a stand-alone, dedicated
machine for hosting a user’s social media content should exist and be viable. It can enable
an alternative social media experience to protect the public’s data by spreading sensitive
data out, data breaches becoming less lucrative. Furthermore, the standardized protocols
for this content only recently formed (World Wide Web Consortium, 2018), so applications
are few. The device should compete fiercely with alternative content-hosting options, and
function in a wide variety of network capabilities. If successful, this research would
provide justification and groundwork for engineers to create devices in this niche.
Under the assertion that the device needs to be as simple as possible, the field of
embedded research gives a baseline with which the device can be built upon. Groba and
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Clarke (2010) investigated using web-enabled technologies on small, embedded-level
devices and demonstrated the overhead between different communication technologies.
The quantitative data given from this study will be used to retroactively estimate hardware
requirements based on networking capabilities. With the hardware sorted, Kyusakov et al.
(2014) provide the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) for fast, low-usage XML communication
between web servers. Finally, the World Wide Web Consortium provides ActivityPub, a
web protocol for managing user content and communicating between server, the core of
the design and of the requirements.
The research begins with a literature review of economic data (rented server hosts,
energy usage, etc.), social media server usage, embedded technologies for hosting web
content, and residential networking capabilities. In addition to scholarly journals, libraries
and open-source resources will be investigated. By the end of this phase, the researchers
can justify estimates for bandwidth and storage requirements, infer which households can
use them, and suggest libraries and frameworks useful for implementing ActivityPub on an
embedded device. Afterwards, the researchers will begin the prototype stage. Based on
the requirements estimated, storage devices and networking devices will be selected
followed by the embedded controller acting as the web server. During this design stage,
custom hardware for server processing can be considered and implemented if costefficient. Finally, the researchers will implement and benchmark both the web server and
the ActivityPub protocol. Specifically, quantitative data on bandwidth, throughput, and
latency associated with uploading, downloading, and communicating with the webserver
will be needed. For the qualitative data, bottlenecks and design limitations must be known.
To benchmark ActivityPub, utilizing the device for an existing protocol such as Nextcloud
will give information of performance. Similar quantitative data can be collected for these
tests.
Cyber-Security in the Residence: An Application of Actor-Network Theory
In 2016, Balzacq and Cavelty contextualized cybersecurity as the formation of a
stabilized actor-network. In their paper, they describe how cyber threats target parts of
this stable system and cause depunctualisation—the transition into an unstable network.
With this framework, the researchers applied their model to understand the political
implications of cyber incidents, such as cyber-attacks. In cybersecurity, a hole remains
mostly empty—an understanding on how the average person approaches cybersecurity.
Researchers have already examined outcomes of cybersecurity across age groups (Jiang et
al., 2016) and provided tools for managing their cybersecurity (Alotaibi et al., 2020), but an
in-depth, generalized model for understanding recognition, response, and resolution to
cyber-incidents does not exist. Therefore, this research intends to bridge that gap by
modeling cybersecurity in the home, where users lack knowledge and where security lacks
(Furnell & Moore, 2014).
Using the actor-network model, this research can unveil both an individual’s
decision making, categorize behaviors, and suggest possible avenues to remedy the
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problems. Moreover, this research examines attacks, vulnerabilities, and responses for the
Internet of Things, as adoption of it continues to grow (Riggins et al., 2015).
The research begins and ends with the actor-network model. Therefore, a
preliminary model for cybersecurity must be developed. Under the Buildings
Cybersecurity Framework (Mylrea et al., 2017), cybersecurity involves five processes:
identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. As the typical user does not know their
vulnerabilities, identifying them must be done by external organizations, home networking
equipment manufacturers, and operating system developers (identifiers). Protecting these
vulnerabilities revolves around the interaction between the end user and the identifiers.
The identifiers can emplace protections in some cases, but the communication with the
user is paramount to protect against constantly-evolving threats. Moreover, research into
cybersecurity in the Internet of Things yields classifications (Anwar et al., 2017) and
threats (Schiefer, 2015) (Bugeja et al., 2017) that can be organized under the identify and
protect stages.
Detection of a cyber-incident relies on three agents: the end user, the device, and
the application in use. Each threat places different strains on these agents and, due to their
lack of knowledge, end users do not reliably detect threats. In other terms, the user
interacts with the network in many predefined ways—accessing applications, configuring
devices, etc.—but users may not utilize all interactions. If a cyber-incident causes the
network to depuntualize but does not alter the interactions for the user, they will not
detect the attack. Note that this behavior is true of all actors analyzing the cybersecurity
network, but other agents analyze many of its interactions due to their security focus.
The greatest unknown, the user response, holds the most insightful information—
how the user stabilizes the cybersecurity actor-network. Perhaps relatives and tech
support (Jiang et al., 2016) lie, but the usage of these actors must be verified and the
existence of other actors must be discovered. Similarly, the recover stage depends on what
actor was attacked. It could be a device (a laptop or IoT sensor) an account, etc. As every
target’s individual actor-network differs, the response will be categorized into general
terms, with general models in the attacks discussed.
Although the research will continue with a literature review to refine the model
described, the evolution of the model must involve actual incidents. Therefore, a case study
or experimental trials can be used to collect data on cybersecurity incidents in the home or
a home-like environment. In the case study method, many individuals would be asked to
relay information about cybersecurity incidents that they have experienced. Their stories
would then be broken down and inserted into the model. In aggregate, many stories
coalesce and may give insight into what assumptions in the model appear to hold, which
assumptions fall short, and new agents not previously considered. Balzacq and Caveltry
(2016) have already demonstrated the effectiveness of this method with their analysis of
the Stuxnet worm.
However, the conclusions drawn from a case-study, especially a narrative one with
little to no verification of the cases, may not be as reputable as desired. Therefore, an
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experimental method can also drive the model’s evolution. In an experimental setting, a
select few attacks would be simulated in a home-like environment such that participants
would react similarly to real attack. Furthermore, debriefing can include an interview to
have participants relay their thought process, generating a first-hand account with more
verification than a case study. Performing an experimental study, despite its usefulness,
and—to some degree—the case study would consume too much time for a one-semester,
undergraduate project. Therefore, this research will formulate the foundation of the
experimental options and target a small sample of case studies. A more complex review of
the model with the experimental methods described will have to come in future studies.
Conclusion
With social media’s privacy concerns (McCarthy, 2018) and the general public’s lack
of cybersecurity knowledge (Furnell & Moore, 2014), our society does not appear ready to
face the challenges of our digital realm responsibly. Through a technical solution, an
individual’s data can be centralized and self-controlled through a web server of their own.
If a device can be made and fulfil many roles for different federated technologies, people
may interact with social media differently. Ideally, this responsibility on the self could
slowly increase digital literacy and inspire the new generation through interacting with
their own web server. With an actor-network model of cybersecurity, cybersecurity policy
makers gain insight into the behaviors of typical users during incidents and details
describing responsibilities of other actors in the network. For instance, if close social
relationships continue to play a large role (Jiang et al., 2016), cybersecurity and digital
education may become a larger focus in schooling. Social media and cybersecurity will
continue to evolve and change, so let us make sure we understand them a bit more before
they race past.
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